In this paper, we derive new Ramanujan-type series for 1/π which belong to "Ramanujan's theory of elliptic functions to alternative base 3" developed recently by
Introduction.

Let (a)
In his famous paper "Modular equations and approximations to π" [10] , S. Ramanujan offered 17 beautiful series representations for 1/π. He then remarked that two of these series 27 4π = ∞ m=0 (2 + 15m) ( Ramanujan did not elaborate on his "theory of q 2 ," neither did he provide details for his proofs of (1.1) and (1.2). For n ∈ Q + , define the cubic singular modulus to be the unique number α n satisfying (a n + b n m) ( Remark. We state this theorem with a different definition of (n) than that given in [3] . We have avoided using elliptic integrals of the second kind and Legendre's relation.
The Borweins' theorem indicates that for each positive rational number n, we can easily derive a series for 1/π belonging to the "theory of q 2 " if the values of α n and (n) (the rest of the constants can be computed from these) are known. The computation of these constants for any given n, however, is far from trivial.
The Borweins' method of evaluating α n involves solving a quartic equation. More precisely, they show that when n is an odd positive integer, α n is the smaller of the two real solutions of the equation
where G n is the classical Ramanujan-Weber class invariant defined by
Using known values for G 3n , they derive α n for n = 3 and 5 from (1.9). For example, from (see [1, p. 190] )
, they deduce that
When n is an even positive integer, the corresponding formula between α n and g 3n is
where g n is the other Ramanujan-Weber class invariant defined by
Using (1.10) and known values of g 3n , they compute α n for n = 2, 4, and 6. Together with the values of (n) for n = 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 [3, p. 190, Problem 20] , they obtained five series for 1/π. Ramanujan's series (1.1) and (1.2) then correspond to n = 4 and 5, respectively. At the end of [3, Chapter 5, Section 5], the Borweins remark that their explanation of Ramanujan's series (1.1) and (1.2) is "a bit disappointing" as they only have "well-concealed analogues of the original theory for K." In a recent paper, B. C. Berndt, S. Bhargava, and F. G. Garvan [2] succeeded in developing Ramanujan's "corresponding theories" mentioned in [10] . One of these theories is Ramanujan's "theory of q 2 " and its discovery has motivated us to revisit Ramanujan's series (1.1) and (1.2). This theory is now known as "Ramanujan's theory of elliptic functions to alternative base 3" or "Ramanujan's elliptic functions in the theory of signature 3."
In this article, we derive some new formulas from the "theory of q 2 " which will facilitate the computations of α n and (n). With the aid of cubic Russell-type modular equations (see [6] ) and Kronecker's Limit Formula, we discover new Ramanujan-type series for 1/π belonging to the "theory of q 2 ." An example of these series, which corresponds to n = 59, is Each term in this series gives approximately 10 decimal places of π.
In Section 2, we recall some important results proved in [2] and establish new formulas satisfied by (n) which lead to a new formula for a n . In Section 3, we describe our strategy for computing a n . In Section 4, we indicate that if 3n is an Euler convenient number, then α n , as well as other related cubic singular moduli, can be computed explicitly via Kronecker's Limit Formula. These values are used to derive the constants a n , b n , and H n listed in our final section. 
Theorem 2.1. If
where K(·) is defined in Theorem 1.1. Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 are important results in Ramanujan's theory of elliptic functions in the signature 3 which can be found in [2] as Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.6, respectively.
Let α be given as in (2.2). Then it is known that (see [2, (4.4) ] and [5,
The modulus β is said to have degree n over the modulus α when there is a relation
Hence, when q satisfies (2.1),
and applying (2.4) with q and α replaced by q n and β, respectively, we deduce that
Combining (2.6) and (2.4), we arrive at:
We call the quantity m(α, β) the multiplier of degree n in the theory of signature 3. We are now ready to derive new formulas satisfied by (n).
Theorem 2.4. Let (r) be defined as in (1.4). Then
Proof. Set
From (2.1) and (2.4), we deduce that
Next, note that from (1.3)
Therefore, by (1.4) and (2.9) with τ = √ r,
Theorem 2.5. Let
Proof. Suppose β has degree n over α. Then from (2.8), we deduce that
Using (2.7), we may rewrite (2.12) as
Next, suppose α = α r . Then β = α n 2 r , and by (1.4), (2.8), and (2.13),
If we set r = 1/n in (2.11) and use (2.10), we find that
Hence, we have:
Corollary 2.7. With a n and H n defined in Theorem 1.1, we have 
Computations of a n .
It is clear from Corollary 2.7 that in order to compute a n it suffices to compute α n and dm/dα, where m is the multiplier of degree n. We will discuss the computation of the latter in this section. Suppose there is a relation between α and β, where β has degree n over α. Then we can determine dβ/dα by implicitly differentiating the relation with respect to α. Substituting dβ/dα into (2.7), we conclude that m can be expressed in terms of α and β. This implies that dm/dα is a function of α and β.
A relation between α and β induced by (2.5) (i.e., when β has degree n over α) is known as a modular equation of degree n in the theory of signature 3. (We sometimes call these cubic modular equations.) Our discussion in the previous paragraph indicates that our computations of dm/dα depend on the existence of such modular equations.
The first few modular equations in the theory of signature 3 are given by Ramanujan in his notebooks. One of these is the following modular equation of degree 2:
Proofs of Ramanujan's modular equations in the theory of signature 3 are now available in [2] and [6] .
Recently, we showed that [6] if p is a prime, then there is a relation between x := (αβ) s/6 and y := {(1 − α)(1 − β)} s/6 , when (p + 1)/3 = N/s and gcd(N, s) = 1. Moreover, we proved that the degree of the polynomial satisfied by x and y is N . This proves the existence of modular equations of prime degrees and we conclude that when m is a multiplier of degree p,
where
When n is not a prime, except for modular equations of degrees 4 and 9, it is difficult to derive a modular equation of degree n. However, deriving such a modular equation is unnecessary. We illustrate our point with n = pq. If β has degree q over α then from a cubic modular equation of degree q and (2.7), we can write
where m q is the multiplier of degree q and G q is a certain function of α and β. Similarly, we can deduce that if γ has degree p over β, then from a cubic modular equation of degree p, we may write
where m p is the multiplier of degree p and G p is a certain function of β and γ. It follows that γ has degree pq over α and
Hence, differentiating with respect to α and substituting α = α 1/(pq) , we have
This allows us to compute a pq provided we know modular equations of degrees p and q and the singular moduli α pq and α q/p . When n is a squarefree product of more than 2 primes, say n = p 1 p 2 · · · p l , then the above idea can be extended with the computation of a n reduced to that of finding modular equations of degrees p 1 , p 2 , . . . 
Euler's convenient numbers, Kronecker's Limit Formula,
and cubic singular moduli.
An Euler convenient number is a number c satisfying the following criterion:
Let l > 1 be an odd number relatively prime to c which is properly represented by x 2 + cy 2 . If the equation l = x 2 + cy 2 has only one solution with x, y ≥ 0, then l is a prime number.
Euler was interested in these numbers because they helped him to generate large primes. The above criterion, however, is not very useful for finding these numbers.
Let d be squarefree, 
where N (p) is the norm of the ideal p and · · denotes the Kronecker symbol.
If [a] is an ideal class in C K and a = p αp , then we define 
Theorem 4.1. Let χ be a genus character arising from the decomposition
D K = d 1,χ d 2,χ . Let h i,Q( d 1,χ ). Let F([a]) = N ([1, τ])|η(τ )| 2 ,
where N (·) denotes the norm of a fractional ideal, η(z) denotes the Dedekind eta-function defined by
Then
Theorem 4.1 follows from Kronecker's First Limit Formula [11, p. 72, Theorem 6] . In [9] , K.G. Ramanathan applied Theorem 4.1 to compute products of the form
when 5n is a convenient number. These products are then used to deduce special values of the Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction. In the same article, he defined [9, Eq. (51)]
and remarked that µ n can be evaluated when 3n is one of the convenient numbers listed in Table 1 (15 is missing is ) , 1 ≤ s ≤ l − 1 and 1 ≤ i j ≤ l, which will be needed in the evaluations of a n .
We conclude this section with a list of singular moduli which will be needed in the evaluations of a n , b n , and H n with n = c/3. n Cubic singular moduli Table 4 . Cubic singular moduli for h(−12n) = 8.
5.
Values of a n , b n , and H n .
The values of H n follow immediately from the values of α n by (1.7). From (1.6), it appears that we need to denest the expression √ 1 − H n in order to determine b n . The next simple lemma shows that this is not necessary. Finally, to compute a n , we use the method outlined in Section 3, together with the singular moduli given in Section 4. Our final results are shown in the following tables, grouped once again according to class numbers. Table 6 . a n , b n , and H n for h(−12n) = 2.
n
Concluding remarks.
The common feature of all our series computed here is that they involve only simple quadratic numbers. The series corresponding to n = 455 gives us approximately 33 additional digits per term and it is the fastest convergent series belonging to the theory of q 2 known so far. It might also be the fastest convergent series for 1/π which involves only real quadratic numbers. One should compare this with the spectacular series discovered by the Borweins [4] which gives "25 digits per term" using only real quadratics. The fastest convergent series known so far is that given by the Borweins [4] which gives roughly 50 additional digits per term.
